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The Contura 600 range is expanding in style and
size
The popular Contura 600 stove is becoming more stylish, growing larger and changing
its name to Contura 600 Style. New surrounds, doors and colours all enhance its look,
along with many upgraded features, including automatic start, booster system, silent ash
pan and, not least, improved combustion technology.
“The Contura 600 range produces more heat per log. It’s an imposing and elegant stove
that stands out and adds beauty and style to any large space in the home,” says Phil
Wood, UK Sales Director for Contura.
Fire is hot – and makes a statement. The new Contura 600 range brings large, beautiful fires to
large and beautiful rooms. The stoves in one of Contura's most popular ranges have now been
given a make-over.
Contura 610 Style – the smallest of the heavyweights. There's a choice of cast-iron or glass door,
and artstone or metal surround. The line of accessories has been extended to include an
attractive, practical log storage compartment alongside the stove.
Contura 620 Style – a magnificent statement piece with heat-retaining powerstone and
convection damper as standard. It features a robust cast-iron door and the lower compartment
can be fitted with a cover.
Contura 620T – enveloped in heat-retaining soapstone. If you prefer a front cover instead of a
warming shelf above the door, choose powerstone for even more heat. A cover can be fitted to
the lower compartment.
Contura 690 models – a lot of everything. A large blazing fire raised well above the floor. The
models come with a choice of three colours, two doors, two surrounds, a lower door as standard,
and optional log storage and heat-retaining powerstone.
“The Contura 600 Style range takes a place of prominence and fills a home with abundant heat
and comfort,” says Phil Wood.
These state-of-the-art stoves are produced with great respect for the environment. And not only
are their emissions far lower than earlier models, they are kind to the wallet too. Contura in
Småland is the European market leader in the field and combines traditional Swedish engineering
skills with modern design and finger tip sensitivity.
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Contura has been making Swedish stoves in the heart of Småland since the 1960s and its stoves are the result of outstanding
Swedish engineering skills combined with modern Swedish design.
Contura is the leading manufacturer of stove products in Sweden and one of the largest in Europe. Contura is part of Nibe
Stoves, a business segment of the stock-market listed Nibe Group, which has 11,000 employees and a turnover of
approximately SEK 13 billion.

